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A simple machine consisting of beams, turned at fixed hinges This article is about a simple machine. Other values are Lever. LeverStraiers can be used for a large force at one distance for one purpose, using only a small force (effort) at a greater distance for one purpose. ClassificationUse machineComputersfulcrum or rotation, load and effort Samplesk, bottle opener, etc. Lever (/יlivər/or USA: /יlṅvər/) is a
simple machine consisting of a beam or a rigid rod rotated under a fixed hinge or fulcrum. The lever is a rigid housing capable of rotating on the same point. Based on fulcrum, load and effort points, the lever is divided into three types. Also leverage is a mechanical advantage acquired in the mechanical system. It is one of six simple machines identified by Renaissance scientists. Leverage strengthens input
force to provide a greater production force, which is said to provide leverage. The ratio of output force to input force is the mechanical advantage of the lever. As such, the lever is a mechanical advantage device, trading off the force from movement. Etymology Word Lever entered english about 1300 of the old French language, in which the word was levier. This came from the verb lever mast, which
means to lift. The verb in turn returns to the Latin lev[1] from adjective fees, which means mild (as not heavy). The main origin of the word is the indoeuropean (PIE) pronunciated - pie stem also caused the English word light. [2] History of the earliest proof lever mechanism dates back to the ancient Middle East around 5000 BC, when it was first used on a simple balance scale. [3] In ancient Egypt around
4400 BC. Kr. the earliest horizontal frame machine was used for the foot pedal. [4] In Mesopotamia (modern Iraq) around 3000 BC. Kr. was invented a crane-like device using a lever mechanism. [3] In ancient Egyptian technology, workers used a lever to move and raise obelisks weighing more than 100 tons. This is evident from large block recesses and handling bosses, which cannot be used for any
purpose other than levers. [5] The earliest remaining levers were submitted to the BCE of the 3rd century and were submitted to Archimedes. He declared: Give me leverage long enough and the fulcrum on which I put it, and I will move the world. Force and levers The lever of the scales lever A lever is a beam connected to the ground hinges or rotation, called fulcrum. The ideal lever does not dissipate or
store energy, which means that the hinges do not have friction or bending radius. In this case, the power in the lever is equal to the outputs and the output/input force ratio is calculated from the ratio of distances from fulcrum to the points of application of these forces. This is called the lever law. [quote required] The mechanical advantage of the lever can be depending on the balance of torque or torque, T,
about fulcrum. If the distance travelled is greater, then the output force is lower. T 1 = F 1 a , {\displaystyle T_{1}=F_{1}a,\quad } T 2 = F 2 b {\displaystyle T_{2}=F_{2}b\!}, where F1 is the lever input force and F2 is the output force. Distances a and b are perpendicular distances between forces and fulcrum. Because the torque must be balanced, T 1 = T 2 {\displaystyle T_{1}=T_{2}\!} . Thus, F 1 a = F 2 b
{\displaystyle F_{1}a=F_{2}b\!} . The mechanical advantage of the lever is the ratio of output force to input force, M A = F 2 F 1 = a b . {\displaystyle MA={\frac {F_{2}}{F_{1}}}={\frac {a}{b}}.\!} This ratio indicates that the mechanical advantage can be calculated from the distances from the fulcrum ratio to where the input/output forces are applied to the lever, assuming that there is no loss due to friction,
flexibility or wear. This remains true even if the horizontal distance (perpendicular gravity pulling) changes (decreases) both a and b when the lever changes to any position away from the horizontal. Arm classes Three levers of classes are classified according to relative fulcrum, effort and resistance (or load) positions. It is customary to call the input force of effort and output force load or resistance. This
allows you to determine three arm classes according to relative fulcrum locations, resistance and effort:[6] Class 1: Fulcrum between effort and resistance: effort is placed on one side of the fulcrum and resistance (or load) on the other side, such as a hatchery, crowbar or a pair of scissors. The mechanical advantage can be greater, less than or equal to 1. Class 2: Resistance (or load) between effort and
fulcrum: the effort is applied on one side of the resistance and the fulcrum is on the other side, e.g. steering wheel, trigger, bottle opener or car brake pedal, load lever is less than effort lever and mechanical advantage is always greater than one. It is also called the force multiplier lever. Class 3: Effort between fulcrum and resistance: resistance (or load) is on one side of the effort, and the fulcrum is on the
other side, such as tweezers, hammer or jaw pair. The effort lever is less than the load lever. The mechanical advantage is always less than 1. It is also called the speed multiplier lever. These cases are defined by mnemonic fre 123, where f fulcrum is between r and e 1 class lever, r resistance is between f and e 2 class lever, and class 3 lever e effort is between f and r. Kombinuotoji svirtis Sudėtinė svirtis
nagų kirpimo mašinėlėje Pagrindinis gaminys: Sudėtinė svirtis Sudėtinė svirtis Sudėtinė svirtis Sudėtinė svirtis A junginio svirtis Iš eilės veikiantis svertas: vienos svirties atsparumas svirčių sistemoje veikia kaip pastangos kitam, todėl naudojama jėga perduodama iš vienos svirties to another. Examples of combined levers include scales, nail clippers and piano keys. Lever right See also: Mechanical
advantage § Lever Lever is a movable tape that rotates on the fulcrum to the fixed point. The lever operates by applying forces at different distances from the fulcrum, or a pivot. Assuming that the lever does not dissipate or store energy, the power entering the lever shall be equal to the lever power. As the lever revolves around the fulcrum, the dots away from this rotation move faster than the points closer
to the rotation. Therefore, the force applied to the point further from the rotation shall be less than the force closer to the point, since the power is a product of force and speed. [7] If (a) and (b) are distances from fulcrum to points A and B and the force A operates is the input and the force applied to B is the output, the speed ratio of points A and B is given in a/b, so the ratio of output force to input force or
mechanical advantage is M A = F B F A = a b . {\displaystyle MA={\frac {F_{B}}{F_{A}}}={\frac {a}{b}}.} This is the lever law that the archimedes have proven using geometric arguments. [8] This indicates that if the distance from fulcrum to input force (point A) is greater than the distance b from fulcrum to the output force (point B), then the lever strengthens the input force. On the other hand, if the distance
from fulcrum to input force is less than the distance b from fulcrum to output force, then the lever reduces the input force. The use of speed in the static lever analysis is the application of the principle of virtual work. Virtual work and lever right Lever is modeled as a rigid rod connected to the ground frame with a hinge joint called fulcrum. The lever is controlled by input force at FA point A next to the
coordinate vector rA on the rod. The lever then acts on the output force at point FB at point B of rB. The rotation of the lever around fulcrum P is defined by the angle of rotation in θ radians. Engraving from Mechanics Magazine published in London in 1824. Let the coordinates vector point P, which defines the fulcrum to be rP, and enter the lengths a = | r A − r P | , b = | r B − r P | , {\displaystyle a=|\mathbf
{r} _{A}-_mathbf {r} _{P}|,\quad b=|\mathbf {r} _{B}-\mathbf {r} _{P}|,} that are distances from fulcrum to input point A and output point B. Now deliver the unit vectors eA and eB from fulcrum to point A and B, so r A – r P = a e A, r B − r P = b e B . {\displaystyle\mathbf {r} _{A}-_mathbf {r} _{P}=a\mathbf {e} _{A},\quad \mathbf {r} _{B}-_mathbf {r} _{P}=b\mathbf {e} _{B}.} The speed of points A and B is obtained
as v A = θ ̇ a e A ⊥ , v B = θ ̇ b e B ⊥ , {\displaystyle \mathbf {v} _{A}={\dot {\theta}a\mathbf {e} _{A}^{\perp },\quad\mathbf {v} _{B}={dot {\theta}}b\mathbf _{B}^{\perp },} where eA⊥ and eB⊥ are unit vectors perpendicular to eA and eB. Angle θ is a generalized coordinate that defines the configuration of the lever, o The generalised force associated with this coordinate is given F θ = F A ◄ ∂ against A ∂ θ ̇ - F
B ◄ ∂ before B ∂ θ ̇ = a ( F A ◄ e A ⊥ ) − b ( F B ◄ e B ⊥ ) = a F A – b B , {\display style F_{\theta }=\mathbf {F} _{A}\cdot {\frac {\partial \mathbf {v} _{A}}{\partial {\dot {\the {{B}}}-_mathbf {F} _{B}\cdot {\fraction \fraction {\frac {\partial\mathbf { v} _{B}}{\partial {\dot {\theta }}}}=a(\mathbf {F} _{A}\cdot\mathbf {e} _{A}{\perp })-b(\mathbf {{ F} _{B}\cdot \mathbf {e} _{B}^{perp })=aF_{A}-bF_{B},} where FA and FB
are SAS and PB components for rich segments. The principle of virtual work states that, under equilibrium conditions, the aggregated force is zero, i.e. F θ = F A − b F B = 0. {\displaystyle F_{\theta }=aF_{A}-bF_{B}=0.\,\!} Thus, the output fb/input force FA ratio is obtained as M A = F B F A = a b , {\displaystyle MA={\frac {F_{B}}{F_{A}}}={\frac {{a}{b}},}},} which is the mechanical advantage of the lever. This
equation indicates that if the distance from fulcrum to point A in which the input force is applied is greater than the distance b from fulcrum to point B in which the output force is applied, then the lever strengthens the input force. If, on the contrary, it is true that the distance from fulcrum to input point A is less than from fulcrum to output point B, then the lever reduces the input force size. See also Applied
Mechanics - Practical Application Mechanics Interface (Mechanical) Mechanical Advantage Mechanism (Engineering) Simple Machine – Mechanical Device That Changes The Direction or Size of Force Tipping Point (Physics) Virtual Work Links ^ Chisholm, Hugh, ed. (1911). Lever. Encyclopedia of Britannica. 16 (Part 11). Cambridge University Press. 510 p. (510). ^ Etymology word lever online
Etimoological ^ a b Paipetis, S.A.; Ceccarelli, Marco (2010). Archimedes Genius -- 23rd Century Influence on Mathematics, Science and Engineering: International Conferences held in Syracuse, Italy, 8-10 June 2010 Springer Science &amp; Business Media. 416, p. 416. Isbn 9789048190911. December 1980 Olendorf, Donna (1997). Science and technology firsts. Back research. 2303 Isbn
9780787602567. In 4400 B.C., the earliest evidence of the use of a horizontal machine is its image on a ceramic dish found in Egypt and dates back to this time. These first real frame machines are equipped with leg pedals to lift warp threads, leaving weaver hands free to pass and beat the weft threads. 2007 – 2010 Engelbach, Reginald (1990). Construction and architecture of ancient Egypt. Courier
Corporation. Pages 86-90 Isbn 9780486264851. Paul in 2008. Chapter 1: Biology and Medical Physics, third edition. Academic press. 10 p. Isbn 978-0-12-369411-9. ^ John; Pennock, Gordon; Shigley, Joseph (2010). Theory of machinery and machinery (Part 4). Oxford University Press, USA. Isbn 978-0-19-537123-9. 1929 – Usher. History of mechanical inventions. Harvard University Press (reprinted by
Dover Publications 1988). 94 p. (12333/ 943333 Isbn 978-0-486-14359-0. Oclc 514178. Retrieved 7 April 2013 Gvojekadi – visual and audio material in the Free Dictionary – leveris Wiktionary. Lever at The Diracdelta Science and Engineering Encyclopedia of Simple Lever stephen wolfram, Wolfram demonstration project. Levers: simple machine EnchantedLearning.com obtained from
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